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Abstract 
 
What will it be like to work in a digital library?  We begin by browsing around the newly-
formed Southern Alberta Digital Library Centre, which includes many international collections 
created by the New Zealand Digital Library project, looking at the material they contain and 
how it is organized.  Then we turn to the Greenstone digital library software on which all these 
collections are based. This allows the facilities that a collection provides, including the user 
interface for searching and browsing, to be customized at many different levels based on 
whatever document formats and metadata is available. We briefly illustrate how browsing 
around a digital library can be supported by structures derived from automatic analysis of the 
contents of the library--not just the catalog, or abstracts, but the full text of the books and 
journals. Greenstone is widely used in many different countries, including developing 
countries, and interfaces and collections exist in many of the world's languages. It is open 
source software, distributed by UNESCO. 
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